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Abstract
The rise of edge computing as a new storage and compute
model has already motivated numerous studies within the
systems community, focusing on the choices and mechanisms
of task offloading from end devices to the edge infrastructure,
pricing, consistency, indexing and caching. However, it is
not yet entirely clear how the edge infrastructure itself will
be deployed, and, more importantly, managed. A common
point of view considers the edge as an extension of traditional
content distribution networks (CDN), due to its hierarchical
layout, centralized ownership, and cloud back-end.
In this paper, we consider a different view of the edge,
as a “reincarnation” of the well-known peer-to-peer (P2P)
model. We show how the edge is similar to P2P systems
in many aspects, including the number, heterogeneity and
limited availability and resources of its nodes, their central
role in performing the system’s storage and computation, and
the vulnerabilities related to tight interoperability with user
end devices. We describe the similarities of the edge to both
CDNs and P2P systems, the challenges that arise from these
similarities, and the previous approaches to address them in
both contexts. We show that the challenges that remain in
applying these approaches may be addressed by viewing the
edge as a larger and smarter reincarnation of P2P systems.

1

Introduction

Edge computing is drawing increasing amounts of attention
as the infrastructure facilitating the IoT revolution, as well as
the promise of autonomous vehicles and advances in online
video gaming, virtual and augmented reality, and numerous
additional machine learning applications. The main advantage
of edge systems is the close proximity of storage and compute
capabilities to the end user. This proximity is achieved by
deploying a large number of edge nodes which are placed
one or two network hops, approximately several milliseconds,
from the end user. These nodes differ from traditional data
center nodes not only in their wide geographical distribution,
but also in their limited resources [30].
Current research efforts to improve the availability and performance of edge-based services address various aspects of
the service, including pricing [102], consistency [42, 60], decoupling the application’s tasks from one another [52, 65, 72],

orchestration of edge and cloud resources [60, 90], indexing, and caching [23, 35, 41]. Industry efforts cover similar
aspects, which can be roughly categorized into delivery, platforms, infrastructure, hardware, connectivity, routing, and software [30]. All these efforts address the edge infrastructure to
various extents, each making different assumptions about its
layout, centralization of management, costs, and objectives.
Despite the differences between them, all these studies
assume, implicitly or explicitly, that the edge infrastructure
presents a unified and even centralized interface to the application. Thus, a common view is that “edge computing
generalizes and extends the CDN concept by leveraging cloud
computing infrastructure [81].” Indeed, the hierarchical layout, centralized ownership, and cloud-based backend of edge
systems are very similar to those of content distribution networks (CDNs). At the same time, edge systems differ from
CDNs in several major aspects that require special attention.
Interestingly, these differences all correspond to similarities
between edge systems and peer-to-peer (P2P) systems:
• The lowest level of the edge hierarchy has an exceptionally
high fan-out, with a number of nodes that may prevent centralized management.
• Edge nodes are heterogeneous and their availability may be
limited by occasional excessive load.
• Edge devices are not only heterogeneous but also privately
owned, and operate according to local, “selfish”, objectives.
• A large portion of storage and computation takes place at
the bottom layers of the edge hierarchy.
• Untrusted edge devices and unsecure connections present a
plethora of security threats.
P2P has not prevailed as a robust economic model due to
a combination of reasons: the cost of addressing the above
challenges is high, while, approximately a decade ago, cloud
services started providing an appealing alternative. In this
paper, we make the following observation: in spite of the
decline of P2P, the increased focus on edge systems must
bring the challenges of P2P systems back to our attention.
In a sense, we view the edge as a reincarnation of the P2P
model: larger in scale, with enhanced capabilities, and, most
importantly, without a feasible alternative.
In the following, we describe the similarities between the
edge and CDNs as well as P2P systems. We discuss the re-

sulting challenges and revisit the approaches taken to address
these challenges in the context of both models, and examine
their applicability to the edge. We believe that now, when
operational edge systems are only beginning to emerge, it is
especially crucial to bring forward these challenges and to
focus especially on those that were not fully addressed in the
“previous incarnation” of the model.

2

Background

We begin by briefly describing the three system models—
content distribution networks, peer-to-peer, and the edge—
focusing on the characteristics and challenges that distinguish
them from one another.
Content distribution networks (CDNs) constitute tens of
thousands of servers organized hierarchically as a “virtual
network” [46]. The CDN’s customers are content providers,
typically website or application owners. The CDN’s servers
are used to cache their customers’ popular content, route user
requests to the nearest copy of the content, and provide alternate network paths in case of congestion or connectivity
problems. Some servers support operations for application
acceleration, such as content prefetching, compression, data
collection and aggregation, and dynamic page generation [64].
Since all the servers belong to the CDN operator1 , their
resources can be managed in a way that optimizes a global performance or business objective. The challenges in designing
such systems stem from the need to achieve these objectives
in very large scale and in a distributed manner. Thus, issues
related to CDN optimization include caching, prefetching and
refreshing of content, authentication and cryptographic key
management, path optimization, system mapping and monitoring, and fault tolerance.
Akamai was the first to offer a commercial CDN service,
and remains one of the largest players in this market to date.
It delivers daily Web traffic reaching more than 30 Terabits
per second, using more than 240,000 servers, with “85% of
the world’s Internet users within a single network hop of an
Akamai CDN server” [4]. Other major players include Google,
Level 3 Communications, Limelight Networks, and Amazon
Web Services. Some CDN providers engage in peering contracts with other providers or ISPs, to improve routing and to
avoid bottlenecks [61].
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems (networks) are composed of
individual peers’ end devices, such as smartphones, desktop
or laptop computers, or even servers. The peers cooperate by
contributing their resources to serve one another’s requests.
Common applications of P2P systems include file download
and sharing, multicast and message passing in ad-hoc networks, and crypto-currency computation and attestation.
Most of the challenges in designing a P2P system can be
attributed to its nodes belonging to different owners, who
may or may not be online and cooperative at different times.
1 In

this paper, we refer to peer-to-peer CDNs as peer-to-peer systems.

Thus, these systems may suffer high churn, low availability,
and arbitrary (and dynamic) geographical distributions. Furthermore, since peers rarely share a global objective, some
incentive mechanism is necessary to induce cooperation.
Typical examples include BitTorrent’s tit-for-tat policy [29],
reputations [39, 71], and credit based (virtual currency) systems [51, 67, 87, 105]. Other issues addressed in P2P systems
include overlay and state maintenance [38, 76, 78], controlling
membership to avoid attacks by malicious nodes [34, 95], ensuring availability, durability, and integrity of data [53, 71],
and minimizing cross-ISP traffic [26, 82].
P2P systems started to gain popularity and interest approximately two decades ago, peeking approximately one decade
ago, and have been gradually declining ever since. P2P has
not prevailed as a robust economic model due to the limited utilization and robustness it provides. In addition, while
many solutions were proposed to the challenges described
above, varying in their degrees of optimality and applicability,
their cost was too high, and their benefit not high enough. At
the same time, cloud-based solutions have become available,
providing an attractive alternative. For example, Spotify has
relied on its P2P network since its launch in 2008, but has completed a transition to relying on its own servers several years
ago [92]. On the other hand, BitTorrent, which maintained its
P2P model, prevailed mainly as a platform for unlicensed file
sharing.
Hybrid CDNs, sometimes referred to as peer-assisted
CDNs, complement the traditional CDN hierarchy by offloading some of the load from the CDN servers to the user’s
end devices. For example, in Akamai’s NetSession [103], the
server may redirect download requests to nearby peers who
are known to store the data. Although peer participation is not
mandatory, NetSession deliberately avoids incentives, relying
on the server to absorb traffic that is not handled by available
peers. Similarly, other hybrid-CDN designs show that even
limited peer participation within an ISP’s service region can
considerably reduce server load [19, 47, 66, 70, 103].
Edge systems provide storage and compute infrastructure
at interoperating edge nodes located one or two network hops
from the end user [22, 25, 57, 85]. An edge node is an aggregation of storage and compute servers limited to a typical
capacity of 50-150 kW and a diameter of approximately 10
feet. These limitations come from non-traditional locations
in which such nodes are deployed, such as the base of cellular network towers. These locations also dictate the limited
network resources available to the nodes [30]. We distinguish
between edge nodes, which are part of the edge infrastructure,
and edge devices owned and operated by the end user, e.g.,
smart phones, wearable devices, sensors, etc. Nevertheless, we
include in our discussion the number, availability, and heterogeneity of edge devices and their resources, as some systems
rely on those resources for augmenting the service provided
by the edge infrastructure.
Despite the large involvement of individual companies

and joint initiatives [9, 10, 98], edge-based services currently
consist of small-scale ad-hoc research prototypes and initial
testbeds and platforms [1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 44, 93]. The absence
of full-scale operational systems makes it hard to construct
an analytical model of the edge, specifically in terms of the
costs and objectives of such a model. Most theoretical studies
that address placement and scheduling of jobs model the edge
system as a global queue managing a hierarchy of servers
between the cloud and the end users [33, 36, 37, 55, 58, 59],
while some address only specific layers.
For example, the study of (i) fog computing considers computation within mini-clouds located at the network edge, close
to users [21], (ii) mist computing considers collaborative computation over the devices between the mini-cloud and the end
users (e.g., switches, wireless access points) [48, 91], and
(iii) dew computing involves the end devices in computation
together with the cloud [88, 96]. Each of those studies makes
different assumptions on the connectivity and interoperability
of the edge system’s components. This makes it difficult to
compare their contributions and to apply their results in a
broad applicable context.
In the following, we discuss the major aspects relevant
to modelling a general edge system, and argue that in most
of these aspects, the edge will have much in common with
traditional P2P systems. As a result, we may have to revisit
challenges previously addressed in the context of these systems.

3

Layout and membership

In this section, we address the edge system’s layout and the
challenges related to tracking the current system’s state and
managing its resources accordingly.
Aspects in common with CDNs. The State of the Edge
report defines the practical aspect of edge computing as “distributing new resources and software stacks along the path
between today’s centralized data centers and the increasingly large number of devices in the field, concentrated, in
particular, but not exclusively, in close proximity to the last
mile network, on both the infrastructure side and the device
side” [30]. Thus, when considering an edge system, we view
the edge nodes as the lowest level of a well-defined tree-like
hierarchy whose root is the cloud-based data center. Since the
edge nodes are deployed at static locations, their membership
and geographical location and coverage are easily identified
and maintained, like those of a CDN.
Aspects in common with P2P. To achieve the low latency
required by edge services, edge nodes must be deployed as
close as possible to the users, implying their number would be
orders of magnitude larger than that of user-facing servers in a
single CDN. Furthermore, the storage, network, and compute
resources available at each edge node are expected to be at
least one or two orders of magnitude smaller than those of
their CDN counterparts [86]. Combined with highly skewed
demand and mobility of users, this may lead to non-negligible

probability of individual nodes becoming unavailable. Since
each node will likely participate in several edge services, high
load generated by users of one service may reduce the availability of the node for other services. The availability and
membership of edge devices is even more dynamic, and their
large numbers make them additionally challenging to track.
Implications. Thanks to the hierarchical nature of edge
systems, edge nodes may be grouped to subtrees and managed
by servers at the higher levels of the hierarchy. These higherlevel servers may also be leveraged for coordination between
nodes of adjacent subtrees. Indeed, current CDN architectures
already route requests to alternative servers and via alternative
paths based on similar principals [46]. However, the high
number of edge nodes presents a new challenge in maintaining
their state and balancing their load, which must be done in a
highly distributed manner. This is even more challenging for
systems that rely on collaborative resources of edge devices.
Membership and layout have been extensively studied
in the context of P2P systems, many of which utilize distributed topology protocols for lookups and request routing.
Pastry [78] and Bamboo [76] implement a distributed hash
table (DHT) with a lookup cost of O(logN) hops, but do not
deal well with high churn. Coral [38] adds locality to DHTs by
mapping nodes to hierarchical clusters, and ChunkCast [27]
optimizes lookup for large objects. In gossip-based protocols [67], peers have knowledge of their neighbors, through
which they can connect to the “swarm”. Though completely
distributed, the high lookup costs may be too high for latency critical applications. Server-assisted lookup and routing [6, 19, 26, 83, 103] is significantly more efficient and may
be more appropriate for edge systems. For example, Skype
servers have replaced supernodes in the Skype P2P system for
improved scalability [97].
The second challenge in such a dynamic system layout
is ensuring its availability. To that end, edge-based services
must not rely on individual nodes for a specific service, and
should ensure sufficient redundancy of data as well as compute
capabilities. In theory literature, redundant storage schemes
and optimized allocation of redundant data have been proposed in the context of distributed storage systems. They
ensure that, even if some nodes become unavailable, a user
can likely access data and get service jointly from other
nodes [12, 16, 17, 54, 63, 69, 79]. Finding such schemes is
not easy, and is connected to certain long time open math
problems [14].
Traditional replication techniques incur unacceptably high
overheads: n-way replication multiplies the storage capacity by n, and task cloning increases the contention on compute resources [15]. Lower redundancy can be achieved by
using erasure coding of both data objects and tasks. However, the amount of redundancy required to ensure availability
in systems with low availability is still high. For example,
the OceanStore P2P prototype uses 10-way replication and
(32,16) erasure coding [53, 75]. Similarly, in distributed com-

puting, although erasure coding has been shown to greatly
reduce the extra load incurred by the redundant tasks [13], redundancy still incurs additional load and the sufficient degree
of redundancy that would not overburden the system is still
unknown. Thus, redundancy is used with great care in today’s
compute systems [15, 31, 74, 100, 101]. Edge systems are fundamentally different from traditional distributed storage, and
redundancy techniques for the edge have not been explored.

4

Data and service “center of mass”

In this section we consider the different locations in which
online and latency-critical computation occurs, and where the
relevant data objects are stored.
Aspects in common with CDNs. One premise of edgebased applications is that they require data and/or computational power unavailable at the edge devices on which they run.
Thus, a common use-case in machine-learning applications
involves training a model over a large data set and storing it
in the cloud. At the application side, effort is made to split
the inference logic between the edge devices and the edge
servers [52, 65, 90]. At the infrastructure side, current efforts
focus on managing the content of the edge nodes (and possibly
additional servers) as a cache hierarchy [35, 60]. In this use
case, the edge nodes serve as an ‘accelerator’, minimizing the
number of round-trips to the cloud, but not replacing them
altogether. If the data is unavailable at the edge, its latest copy
is fetched from the cloud, like in a CDN.
Aspects in common with P2P. Another premise of edgebased applications is the large amount of data that is generated
and collected at the end devices. Examples include states in online games, sensor data in video surveillance and autonomous
computing, and various virtual and augmented reality applications [30,41,73,90]. In the case of IoT devices, the magnitude
of data collection means that most of the data must be processed and aggregated as close as possible to its source, i.e., at
the end devices and edge nodes, to reduce the amount of data
transferred to the cloud [84]. In all these scenarios, data flows
bidirectionally between the edge nodes and the cloud, and is
processed at both sides. For latency-critical applications, such
as autonomic vehicles and real-time surveillance, processing
by edge nodes is critical to achieve the required response
times, and relaying tasks to the cloud is not an option. Instead,
adjacent edge nodes and even devices may provide alternative
service at acceptable latency [41].
Implications. In edge-based applications, the edge is not
only where the application’s output is redirected, it is where
its data and compute ‘center of mass’ are located. At the same
time, the cloud remains responsible for long-term data storage
and analysis, and will often hold the most up-to-date state (e.g.,
machine learning models based on the most recent input and
statistics). Thus, to provide real-time service, potentially even
when temporarily disconnected from the cloud infrastructure,
edge systems must combine the caching functionalities of
CDNs with collaboration principles of P2P systems.

Many optimizations have been proposed for managing the
content of CDN servers as a caching hierarchy [18, 64, 80],
where neighboring servers may be leveraged for more efficient
large-file transfer [24] or request re-routing. Hybrid CDNs are
particularly relevant to edge systems, because their servers
re-route requests to nearby users that are likely to store the requested object [19, 47, 66, 70, 103]. Another interesting model
is that of federated CDNs, where otherwise competing CDNs
collaborate to increase their coverage in terms of geographical location, content, and peak loads [62]. These models only
address the caching and routing of objects that originate from
the content provider.
P2P systems provide solutions to data originating from the
users themselves, and for the allocation of their compute resources. Examples include the Na Kika [40] and CoBlitz [68]
P2P-CDNs, the OceanStore [53] distributed P2P object storage system, severless distributed file systems [20, 32], and
ad-hoc P2P networks [71, 105]. The design of these systems
addresses load balancing and utilization of distributed heterogenous resources. As mentioned in Section 2, their main
limitation is the high overhead of their protocols, especially
in very large systems. Thus, their applicability to large-scale
latency-critical edge-based applications must be considered
carefully.

5

Ownership and objectives

In this section, we examine the ownership of the edge system’s components, and the effect of ownership as well as other
factors on the different objective functions in the system.
Aspects in common with CDNs. Given current market
trends and main players [7, 11, 30, 102], it is reasonable to
assume that Internet, cloud, and wireless service providers
will each deploy their own edge system, consisting of a large
number of geographically dispersed edge nodes. Each operator
will likely manage its resources according to its own global
objectives, in terms of performance guarantees, availability,
and business costs. For example, ETSI describes mobile edge
computing as a platform owned by the mobile operator and
managed in the benefit of its customers [45]. Other models of
managing edge resources address such global objectives [35,
81, 90], and some extend this global management to the entire
path between the edge and the cloud [60, 84].
Aspects in common with P2P. Nodes owned by multiple
providers may collaborate under certain circumstances. For example, if excessive load or a cloud outage [81] are experienced
within a certain geographical area, collaborative caching and
request forwarding can allow several providers to meet their
required service levels. As another example, a virtual collaborative edge may provide a unified interface to collections of
data owned by different organizations and served by different
physical systems [84]. Even within a single provider’s edge
system, the need to deploy a large number of nodes with the
best possible geographical coverage will result in diverse deployment scenarios: while some nodes will be deployed at

mobile base stations or wifi hot-spots, others may be deployed
within central businesses, such as coffee or food chains. The
location of an edge node may affect its local objectives and
costs. For example, the contract between an edge provider
and a coffee chain might specify the rent and electricity costs
paid by the edge provider, as well as the SLA class it should
provide to the store’s customers. Thus, this node will have
to prioritize requests originating from within the store over
requests forwarded from other nodes. Finally, storage and
compute resources of edge devices may be leveraged to mask
outages at lower levels of the network. Collaboration between
such devices follows traditional P2P collaboration models.
Implications. In the collaboration scenarios described
above, edge nodes, groups of nodes, or edge devices should
be viewed as selfish entities, in the game-theoretical sense. In
other words, each node has local objectives, and will collaborate with other nodes only if this collaboration will help it
achieve its own objectives. While all participating nodes are
expected to benefit from long-term collaboration, some may
not benefit from it in the short-term, and may thus refuse to
cooperate. Collaboration between such selfish entities is typically achieved by the introduction of an incentive mechanism.
Incentives were extensively studied in the context of P2P
systems. BitTorrent’s tit-for-tat strategy is sufficient to induce
cooperation between peers [29], although ‘free-riders’ may
reduce its overall system’s utilization [49]. Incentive mechanisms based on reputations [71] or virtual currency [50] are
generally more robust, but they are also susceptible to exploitation by colluding peers and by hoarders [105] or have limited
scalability [51, 87]. The main limitation of virtual currency
is the overhead of verifying the virtual coins, which requires
a dedicated and trusted central server or a costly distributed
mechanism. These overheads must be addressed in order to apply similar mechanisms in resource-constraint environments
and latency-critical applications in edge systems. At the same
time, centrally owned servers at higher levels of the edge system’s hierarchy may be leveraged to improve the efficiency of
such traditionally distributed mechanisms [99].
Another limitation of existing incentive mechanisms is their
tight coupling with their applications. These mechanisms are
designed for systems serving one type of requests, such as
serving a cached block, passing a message, or serving a forwarded request. Collaboration between heterogenous edge
nodes, however, may be more efficient if it combines applications and request types. For example, one node may have
more available threads than its peer, which, in turn, may have
more available memory for caching. These collaboration scenarios require more complicated mechanisms, and, possibly,
complex valuation functions, for nodes to compare the costs
of collaboration with its benefits.

6

Security, privacy and trust

In this section, we discuss the security issues that arise from
the tight coupling of the edge infrastructure and the applica-

tions running on the edge nodes and devices.
Aspects in common with CDNs. The servers comprising
the edge infrastructure are deployed by the system’s provider.
As such, their identity is static and can be securely verified.
We can also assume, to some extent, that physical access to the
edge nodes is secured, despite their geographically dispersed
locations, which may include third-party premises.
Aspects in common with P2P. Edge nodes are exposed
to several types of security threats. In the “infrastructure as
a service” model, clients offload computation to edge nodes,
which makes them vulnerable to malicious code. Each edge
node must allocate its resources between the numerous edge
devices that it serves (whose identity is unknown) and is thus
vulnerable to DDoS attacks. Edge nodes are more vulnerable
to such attacks than CDN nodes because each request can
potentially consume larger portions of the node’s resources.
In application scenarios where the edge node is responsible
for aggregating, summarizing, and analyzing input streams
from a large collection of edge devices, malicious devices can
compromise the result of this process by injecting adversarial
input data. These threats are common to edge and P2P systems,
which both involve unsecure end devices and networks [84,
89].
Implications. Symantec’s Internet security threat report [28] predicts a continued increase in IoT attacks, which
“will likely diversify as attackers seek new types of devices to
add to botnets”. Indeed, the high vulnerability of the edge
infrastructure entails extensive security measures. Nodes must
verify the identity of the edge devices and the authenticity of
their data over untrusted communication paths. These challenges have been studied extensively in the context of largescale data centers as well as P2P systems.
Isolating collocated applications and workloads from one
another is addressed in shared servers by running them within
virtual machines or containers [2]. Oblivious computations allow query processing without access pattern and information
leakage in centralized or distributed environments [56, 104].
For protection against malicious or non-cooperative nodes,
P2P systems rely on Byzantine fault tolerance [53, 94], encryption [53], message authentication [39, 77], and tracking
peers’ history [43, 94]. The applicability of such resource
intensive solutions to edge systems is limited by their high
overheads [89] and possible scalability issues, and remains a
major challenge that must be addressed.

7

Conclusions

In this short paper, we examined the common view of the
edge as an extended CDN, and argued that in many crucial
aspects, the edge has many challenges in common with P2P
systems. At the same time, the resemblance to CDNs may facilitate more effective solutions to these challenges than those
available in traditional, completely decentralized, P2P systems. The best way to utilize the infrastructure’s hierarchical
structure and global perspective remains to be found.

8

Discussion topics

This paper describes a series of challenges that must be overcome for the edge to fulfill its disruptive potential. We hope
that our new point of view will inspire and motivate new approaches for addressing these challenges. Specifically, in the
context of the workshop, we hope it will stimulate discussion
of several open issues regarding the applicability of existing
approaches to the edge:
• How big is the advantage of the hierarchical layout and
centralized ownership of the edge? In other words, how
much can we expect to improve on the P2P solutions
by utilizing centrally managed components before they
become the bottleneck?
• What is the “price of anarchy”—the difference in the utilities of systems with and without cooperation between
edge nodes and devices? Will this cost justify the complexity of potential incentive mechanisms and security
threats?
• What is the level of availability that we should expect
from edge nodes? Can it be low enough to justify the
high redundancy used in P2P systems, or will providers
simply deploy additional nodes if their availability drops
below an acceptable level?
Some of our claims may be considered controversial, and
we are looking forward to hearing different points of view on
these issues:
• Should we even try to model and address the edge system
in the context of a general model? Perhaps most of the
challenges we describe can be solved in the context of
specific use-cases and applications.
• Can any of the challenges described in this paper be
considered solved? Specifically, hybrid-CDNs and P2PCDNs have utilized central servers to deal with some
of the challenges of P2P systems. Are those solutions
directly applicable to the edge?
• Have we overlooked technological advances or hardware
solutions that trivialize some of the challenges we described?
Finally, perhaps the most interesting question is whether
any of these challenges going to be the “deal breaker” for the
edge vision. Since most of the challenges that we describe
have alreay been encountered in various forms in the context
of P2P systems, will the cost of addressing them be too high
for the edge as well?
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